Abstract
Introduction
Each study that involves statistical analysis of DNA requires an adequate mathematical model of genetic text generation. Soon after the first DNA texts had been established, it was noticed that a model of independent random tests is not suitable for genetic texts (Nussinov, 1981) , hence Markov models were suggested. But neither increasing the Markov chain order (Blaisdell, 1985) nor taking into account biased frequencies of nucleotide runs (Suboch and Sprizhitsky, 1989) or introduction of specific models for protein-coding regions (Borodovsky et al., 1986) explains all the statistical anomalies in genetic texts. Nowadays it seems obvious that any realistic model of genetic texts should take into account the genome inhomogeneity.
The inhomogeneity of genomes was first revealed through density gradient centrifugation by Sueoka (1959) . Later Elton (1974) proposed a model of DNA consisting of segments with different statistical properties. Other experimental results confirmed this model, in particular through anomalies in the distribution of restriction sites (Mashko et al., 1977) . At the same time the so-called modular concept of bacteriophage genome organization was developed (Dove, 1971; Campbell and Botstein, 1983) . Bernardi et al. (1985) considerably expanded the mosaic model for the genomes of warm-blooded vertebrates. In particular it was shown that vertebrate genomes consist of isochores (segments with relatively constant G + C content), and that the G + C content of individual genes and codon usage is determined mainly by the G + C content of the corresponding isochore. Later Bernardi et al. (1988) proposed that the mosaic genome reflects the possibilities for regulating (i) the potential methylation site number and (ii) the gene expression, and isochores play a role of a 'selection unit' in the evolution process.
First attempts to determine module boundaries using a computer analysis (Staden, 1984) were connected with plotting of entropy or /-tuple profiles obtained upon scanning the sequence by a window of a fixed length. Recently, Churchill (1989) suggested the use of a 'hidden Markov chain model' for genetic text generation and made predictions concerning the location of the 'seams' in mitochondrial and phage genomes. Pevzner et al. (1989b) attempted to estimate the contribution of different /-tuples to the genome inhomogeneity and the phenomenon of non-stationary words was revealed, i.e. a large contribution of some /-tuples to the genome inhomogeneity was noticed. For a sample of Escherichia coli genes and a number of phage genomes the main contribution was shown to be made by polyW and polyS tracts, while other /-tuples were distributed relatively uniformly. The uniformity of word distribution in a genome may be evaluated by an irregularity coefficient and thus all /-tuples can be partitioned into stationary (low irregularity coefficient) and non-stationary (high irregularity coefficient). Pevzner et al. (1989b) conjectured that the variability of genome statistical characteristics is determined mainly by polyW and polyS tracts (i.e. non-stationary /-tuples are associated with polyW and polyS tracts). In the present paper this conjecture is verified for all GenBank sequences > 25 000 nucleotides and for a number of shorter but biologically significant sequences. Different approaches to irregularity coefficient computation are considered and a comparison of irregularity coefficients for genetic sequences and random ones is made. Possible biological interpretations of the non-stationary word phenomenon are discussed.
System and methods
All programs were written in C language using the Turbo C compiler for IBM/PCs. The following sequences from GenBank release 55.0 were analyzed (for each sequence the GenBank accession number and entry name are listed in parentheses), (i) All complete genomes from GenBank that are >25 000 nucleotides (the non-stationary word phenomenon is of a statistical nature, thus irregularity coefficient evaluation makes sense only for long DNA fragments).
Marchantia polymorpha (liverwort) chloroplast (X04465, MPOCPCG).
Nicotiana tabacum (var. Bright Yellow 4) chloroplast (Z00044, TOBCPCG). Adenovirus type 2 (JO 1917, ADBCG). Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) B95-8 strain (V01555, HS4). Varicella-Zoster virus (X04370, VAZXX). Bacteriophage lambda (J02459, LAM). Bacteriophage T7 (J02518, PT7).
(ii) All other fragments from GenBank that are >25 000 nucleotides.
Human adenosine deaminase gene, complete cds (Ml3792, HUMADAG). Human factor IX gene, complete cds (K02402, HUMFIXG). Human beta globin region on chromosome 11 (J00179, HUMHBB). Human tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA) gene, complete cds (K03021, HUMTPA). Mouse ig germline d-j-c region: diversity segment d-fl 16.1 (J00434, MUSIGCD01). Rat embryonic skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain (MHC) gene (X04267, RATMHCG). Chicken embryonic myosin heavy chain gene, complete cds (J02714, CHKMYHE). Chicken (White leghorn) delta-1 and 2 crystallin genes, complete cds (M10806, CHKCRYDS). HSV1 (strain 17) complete short unique region with partial terminal and inverted repeats (L00036, HS1US). Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) short unique region, short repeats, and part of long repeat (X04650, HS5HCMVU). (iii) Samples of DNA framents from Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Gallus gallus, Drosophila melanogaster, E.coli (all fragments > 10 000 nucleotides were included).
Algorithm
Let us introduce the notion of stationary and non-stationary words for the analysis of genetic texts. Let L be window size and N be the length of a genome. Denote by /(//'), i = 1, N -L + 1, the number of occurrences of the word U in the window beginning at position /. Let gu{k) be the number of positions / in the text for which /{//) = k. The function of gi/,k) characterizes the homogeneity of distribution of the word U in the genetic text: if U is relatively evenly distributed over the text, gy{k) has a clear-cut 'peak', if not, gu(k) looks more like a 'plateau'. We analyzed the functions gu(k) for different dinucleotides U and found that in every text examined the shape of the function gu(k) essentially depended on the word U: almost all functions gu(k) for WS and SW dinucleotides had a pronounced peak, while almost all the functions gu(k) for WW and SS dinucleotides were plateau shaped. This is illustrated by Figure 1 where the functions g TG and gxr for phage lambda DNA are shown (dashed curve shows functions g TG an d 8TT f°r a random sequence that has the same dinucleotide frequencies). While the shape of the g TG graph for phage lambda is similar to that for a random sequence, shapes of gyr graphs are considerably different. This is connected with the irregularity of dinucleotide TT distribution in lambda genome (e.g. the content of TT in orf-401 is 2.2% while in Ea47 it is 16.8%). Irregularity of a /-tuple U distribution in a text may be evaluated using the standard deviation a(U) of function fi/i). The greater the difference between a(U) and the standard deviation <f(U) of a random sequence, the greater the irregularity of distribution of word U in the text. We may introduce the irregularity coefficient of the distribution of word U in the text where Fig. 1 . Graphs of gu(k) for phage lambda (solid curve) and for a random sequence (dashed curve). The horizontal axis represents k, the number of words U in a window of length 1000, while the vertical axis shows the number of windows including from k to k + 9 words U.
The normalization coefficient (/(£/) is calculated (using analogous equations) for a random sequence with the same statistical characteristics (dinucleotide or /-tuple frequencies depending upon the order of Markov model assumed for the text generation) as the genome sequence.
In most studies on the DNA statistics the <f(U) value is estimated by [E\U)] m , where E\U) denotes the mean value for the random sequence (e.g. see Brendel et al., 1986) . This approach is approximate because it does not take into account the following factors: (i) the statistical characteristics of the self-overlapping /-tuples; (ii) the correlations between random values/[XO in the case of overlapping windows; and (iii) the Markov properties of genetic texts.
In the present paper three methods for computation of the normalization coefficient were compared, (i) Averaging by a large number of random sequences with identical dinucleotide frequencies (we performed Monte Carlo simulations of the first-order Markov chains that have the same length and the same transition probabilities as the DNA fragment: such a chain has expected dyad frequencies equal to the observed frequencies in DNA); (ii) analytical equations (Appendix 1); and (iii) recurrent equations (Appendix 2). All these methods were found to produce almost equal results (variations were <2% of value). Figure 2 shows the results of irregularity coefficient calculation for a random DNA sequence with the same dinucleotide frequencies as phage lambda. Dinucleotides are arranged on the horizontal axis in the order of diminishing values of irregularity coefficient kfj. Distribution of eight WW and SS dinucleotides (marked by asterisks on Figure 2 ) has a random character (i.e. they are distributed evenly between the left and right halves of the graph).
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The irregularity coefficient graph for the real sequence of phage lambda (Figure 3 ) differs considerably from the graph in Figure 2 in two respects: larger values of the irregularity coefficient (which must be expected due to inhomogeneity of natural DNA); and the phenomenon of non-stationary /-tuples-WW and SS dinucleotides are located mainly in the left half of the graph, i.e. WW and SS dinucleotides correspond to larger values of the irregularity coefficient.
The grouping of the WW and SS dinucleotides in the left half of the graph in Figure 3 might be accidental. In order to evaluate the reliability of our statistical conclusions we estimated the probability of such events. For this purpose we used a model of random dropping of eight 'asterisks' and eight 'circles' in a 16 cell box and introduced the following random values: w = the centre of gravity of the asterisk set; and x -the number of leading asterisks. Mus musculus total (7 pieces). Length=117699, Pw=0.0249, Px=0.0128. the larger the value, the more pronounced the phenomenon of non-stationary words. For example, for the random sequence (Figure 2 ) x = 0, while for lambda phage x = 7 (mean value x = 1.9).
For a given DNA sequence 5 we may plot the irregularity coefficients, compute w(S) and x(S) and thus estimate the reliability of the phenomenon of non-stationary words in terms of the probability. Figure 4 shows plots of irregularity coefficients for different DNA sequences and corresponding probabilities P w and P x . Setting the threshold level for the probability P w to 0.1, we can see that for 18 out of 21 sequences the non-stationary word phenomenon is observed (including 16 sequences with the threshold probability level of 0.025). Only three of the DNA sequences considered [human beta globin region on chromosome 11; mouse ig germline d-j-c region: diversity segment d-fl 16.1; and rat embryonic skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain (MHC) gene] have P w >0.1. Furthermore, the 'human beta globin region on chromosome 11' and 'rat embryonic skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain (MHC) gene' may be considered as retaining the phenomenon of nonstationary words (e.g. the human beta globin region on chromosome 11 has relatively high P w = 0.1911 but the five greatest values of irregularity coefficient belong to WAV and SS dinucleotides and P x = 0.0128 is very low). Thus the 'mouse ig germline d-j-c region: diversity segment d-fl 16.1' sequence was the only one violating the rule given by the non-stationary word phenomenon. It should be emphasized that this rule is of a statistical nature and thus it can be violated for a DNA sequence with a non-zero probability which becomes rather high for relatively short sequences (e.g. it is also violated for the 19 366 nucleotide sequence of bacteriophage PZA). Plots on Figure 4 show that the longer the sequence, the more pronounced the phenomenon. For example, for the sample of seven M.musculus genes each > 10 000 nucleotides (including 'mouse ig germline d-j-c region: diversity segment d-fl 16.1'), the non-stationary word phenomenon is revealed with a threshold probability of 0.025. Thus we demonstrated that the phenomenon of non-stationary words (large contribution of WW and SS dinucleotides to the genome inhomogeneity) is revealed for a wide spectrum of genetic sequences from GenBank.
Discussion
Analysis of all long DNA sequences from GenBank allowed us to ascertain that the phenomenon of non-stationary words is statistically sound (the probability of simultaneously revealing this phenomenon in 18 out of 21 sequences is insignificant). The irregularity of polyW and polyS tract distribution makes one wonder about the underlying factors of biological significance [e.g. about different proportions of low-melting (A,T containing) and high-melting (G,C containing) /-tuples in functionally different genome regions]. However, the reasons for WW and SS irregularity are unclear and we would prefer to confine ourselves to the discussion of indirect evidence for the phenomenon of non-stationary words.
M.Gelfand (personal communication) speculated that the phenomenon of non-stationary words may reflect statistical differences between coding and non-coding regions (the deficiency of some dinucleotides and excess of others in coding regions is well known; see, for example, Ohno, 1988) . To test this conjecture we plotted irregularity coefficients for samples of coding and non-coding regions of H.sapiens DNA separately. It was shown that the phenomenon of non-stationary words is revealed sharply for both samples (for coding regions P w = 0.0002; for non-coding regions P w = 0.0001). This means that genome inhomogeneity can be revealed at the local level inside the same functional region and the problem of 'local genome inhomogeneity' research arises.
The phenomenon of non-stationary words is revealed especially clearly for the sample of H. sapiens genes and chloroplast DNAs (the reliability level achieves its theoretical limit of 0.00001). It should be noted that for most genes considered the irregularity coefficient of dinucleotides CG and TA is especially high. The scarcity of CG and TA dinucleotides in the whole genome DNA derived from higher organisms was noted in early 1980s (Nussinov, 1984) , but the first papers devoted to the irregularity of CG and TA distribution appeared only two years ago. Hanai and Wada (1988) investigated the dependence of CG and TA frequencies upon the G + C content of isochores in the human genome. Beutler et al. (1989) paid attention to anomalies in CG and TA distribution in the genomes of higher organisms and investigated the distribution of these dinucleotides in sequences derived from functionally different types of human DNA (note that in the human sample the greatest values of the irregularity coefficient correspond to CG and TA). Beutler et al. (1989) linked these anomalies with decreased CG frequency in non-transcribed regions and decreased TA frequency in regions expressed as mRNA.
TA scarcity may reflect the requirement for mRNA stability and may indicate the action of UpA-selective ribonucleases. According to Beutler et al. (1989) , CG scarcity in the functionally inactive regions may be connected with methylation occurring preferentially in the CG doublet, and further transformation CG -TG. In the functionally active genome regions a selection maintaining CG frequency will take place, while in functionally inactive regions the frequency of CG will be decreased (however, the CG frequency decrease is observed also in non-methylated genomes; Boudraa and Perrin, 1987) . Smith et al. (1983) attempted to reveal the statistical characteristics for different functional domains of DNA. In particular it was shown that analysis of the dinucleotide frequencies helps to identify protein-coding regions, introns and RNA-coding regions; it was found that main variations are in distributions of CG and TA dinucleotides. The analysis of the distribution of /-tuples in different regions of mammalian genomes was also performed by Volinia et al, (1989) . They revealed considerable variations of /-tuple frequencies for eight regions (5' non-transcribed, first exon, first intron, intermediate exons, intermediate introns, last intron, last exon and 3' non-transcribed). Table 2 from Volinia et al. (1989) The largest values of the coefficient h are those of the WW and SS dinucleotides TT, GC, TA, CG, AA and CC. Therefore the results of Volinia etal. (1989) conform to the phenomenon of non-stationary words.
In conclusion we would like to formulate a number of interesting problems concerning genome inhomogeneity.
(i) What are the typical size and distribution of 'homogeneity domains' for various /-tuples? Are there any correlations between distribution of 'homogeneity domains' for various /-tuples? (ii) What are the graphs of irregularity coefficients for other alphabets? (iii) What are the graphs of irregularity coefficients for 3-and 4-tuples? What are the correlations between inhomogeneity of /-tuples upon / increasing? (iv) What is the correlation between the dinucleotide rank in frequency (Brendel et al., 1986; Phillips et al., 1987; Pevzner et al., 1989a) and its irregularity coefficient? number of occurrences of a word
Analytical equations for the statistical characteristics of the occurrences of a word in the text were obtained by Guibas and Odlyzko (1981) . Pevzner et at. (1989a) 
Here b XY = 1 if X = Y, and b = 0 otherwise. In agreement with equation (1) it is sufficient to confine oneself in equation (2) to summation of the first t items (in real examples the summation of the first five items gave the accuracy of 10" 6 ).
Appendix 2: Recurrent equations for the variance of the number of occurrences of a word
Denote the states of a Markov chain by A = |u,, . . ., u k ) (for DNA k = 4) and the transition probability from a state u, to a state Uj by / > (u,/« / ). Let N xy (L) denote the considered random value (number of words XY in the window of length L). Its variance may be calculated using the identity
M{N xr (L)] equals P(XY){L -1), where P(XY) is the probability of the word XY in the Markov chain. Let P X y(l;n,U;) denote the probability of the following two conditions on window of length / both being satisfied: (i) the window contains exactly n words XY and (ii) the last letter in the window is u,.
For / > 2 the following recurrent equation holds 
